Observation of posterior corneal vesicles with in vivo confocal microscopy and anterior segment OCT
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Abstract: The histopathology of posterior corneal vesicles (PCV) has not yet been revealed. A 15-year-old girl, who was diagnosed by slit-lamp microscopy as PCV, was examined using specular microscopy, in vivo confocal microscopy, and anterior segment OCT (optical coherence tomography). Anterior segment OCT showed that the thickness of both corneas was within normal limits. At the same time, in vivo confocal microscopy revealed endothelial cells in the rounded dark areas, acellular hyporeflective layers on the Descemet’s membrane, and hyper-reflective linear lesions. These findings were not reported previously by slit-lamp and specular microscopy. The abnormal findings only existed at the Descemet’s membrane and corneal endothelial layer. Previous reports dealing with posterior polymorphous dystrophy (PPMD) examined using in vivo confocal microscopy reported almost the same findings, suggesting that PCV and PPMD may be the same at the microstructural level.
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Introduction
In 1924, Schnyder noted unilateral posterior vesicular lesions of the cornea as posterior herpes of the cornea. However, in 1981, Pardos proposed a new concept of band-shaped structures at the level of the corneal posterior surface. These were called posterior corneal vesicles (PCV) and were different from posterior herpes of the cornea as previously described. PCV is an uncommon, frequently asymptomatic, unilateral, noninherited disorder, which affects the corneal endothelium and Descemet’s membrane. The lesions show horizontally parallel vesicles which contain small, numerous roundish vacuoles at the posterior surface of the cornea.

PCV has been previously diagnosed and reported by specular microscopy. However, the histopathology of PCV remains unknown. The condition of PCV is stable, and the corneal transplantation for PCV was not required and the pathological analysis for PCV was not performed. Here, in order to clarify the microstructure of PCV, we performed the imaging of PCV by in vivo confocal microscopy (Heidelberg Retina Tomograph II, Rostock Cornea Module [HRH-RCM]; Heidelberg Engineering, Dossenheim, Germany) and anterior OCT (Visante™OCT; Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA).

Case
A 15-year-old girl was referred to the Tohoku University General Hospital because of a suspicion of corneal dystrophy. On the right eye, slit-lamp examination revealed a horizontal band-shaped structure which contained small vesicles (Figure 1A, C).
The left eye was entirely normal (Figure 1B, D). Her mother’s cornea had no abnormal findings. Specular microscope (Konan Noncon Specular microscope SP9000; Konan Medical, Inc., Hyogo, Japan) showed that the density of the corneal endothelium and the coefficient of variation were 1331, 1060, 1275 cells/mm² and 0.36, 0.67, 0.35 at the superior, middle, inferior section, respectively. At the middle area, the shape of the cell was irregular and some parts contained dark areas and bright spots inside the endothelium. In contrast, in the left eye, the density of the central corneal endothelium and coefficient of variation were 2941 cells/mm² and 0.33, and there were no abnormal findings. The patient was diagnosed as PCV. HRTII-RCM revealed that three different layers were clearly separated in the epithelial layer (superficial, wing, and basal cell layer) on the right eye and suggested that the patient had well-differentiated epithelial cells. In the subbasal nerve plexus layer, the number, bifurcation, and thickness of the nerves showed similar appearance (Figure 2A) to the left eye (Figure 2B), and no inflammatory cells were detected. In the substrate layer, we detected the normal number of keratocytes and neither Langerhans cells nor round leukocytes were detected, suggesting no inflammatory response in the stromal layer. Furthermore, close to the Descemet’s membrane, the cell appearance and the number of the posterior stromal cells look normal (Figure 2C, D). In the Descemet’s membrane layer, an acellular hyporeflective layer (Figure 2E, black arrows) and a hyperreflective linear lesion (Figure 2E, white arrows) were clearly detected (Figure 2E) because of winding the Descemet’s membrane. In the endothelial layer, the various sizes of endothelial cells were observed on the vesicle area (Figure 2F, white arrows). In some endothelial cells, bright deposits of endothelial cells were observed (Figure 2F, black arrow). The rounded dark areas in the endothelial layer, which were also detected by specular microscopy, were observed more clearly by HRTII-RCM. Inside the dark area, probably protruded hypertrophy of Descemet’s membrane, the monolayer of endothelial cells was observed (Figure 2G, white arrow). The left cornea showed that the margins of the endothelial cells were clear, the shapes of the cells stayed hexagonal, and the sizes of the cells were generally consistent (Figure 3A, B). All images

Figure 1 Observation using slit-lamp microscope. A) and C) affected eye. B) and D) normal eye.
Observation of posterior corneal vesicles of the Descemet’s membrane and endothelial layer were captured at the center of the cornea.

On the right eye, anterior OCT revealed that the edge of vesicles on the endothelial layer was prominent toward the anterior chamber (Figure 4A, white arrows), and the lesions of prominent edge were also recognized by slit-lamp examinations (Figure 4B, white arrows). The central corneal thickness of the right and left eye was 572.6 ± 3.1 and 552.0 ± 8.2 µm, respectively. In both the cases, thickness was almost similar and within normal limits.

**Discussion**

PCV is very similar to posterior polymorphous dystrophy (PPMD) and it is difficult to differentiate these diseases using slit-lamp microscope and specular microscope. However, PCV is affected unilaterally and is a noninherited disease, enabling the diagnosis of PCV in this case. Differential diagnoses of PCV are listed as corneal guttata, congenital glaucoma, and forceps injury during the delivery. In this case, there were no characteristic findings of corneal guttata, which are titian-colored deposits at the central cornea, and
brown deposits, which cause the ‘beaten-metal appearance’ at the posterior corneal surface. Delivery with forceps was ruled out due to no abnormality on the corneal surface. PCV is an unidentified virus-like structure in the place of the herpes cornea posterior. Therefore, the diagnosis of PCV was straightforward.

As far as we know, this is the first report describing the details of the in vivo microstructures of PCV using in vivo confocal microscopy. HRTII-RCM revealed endothelial cells in the rounded dark areas, acellular hyporeflective layers, and hyperreflective linear lesions. Usually, Descemet’s membrane is not visualized in normal subjects. The winding of the Descemet’s membrane is not detected in the normal subjects usually. And this winding of Descemet’s membrane is one of the characteristic findings with this disease. So in this report, we can detect clearer thickened membranes which were not reported previously using slit-lamp and specular microscopes.2,3 On the other hand, endothelial cells which contained bright deposits at affected areas as well as endothelial cells of various shapes and focal vesicular lesions were also observed. These characteristic appearances were observed in the previous reports with specular microscope.2 Furthermore, HRTII-RCM can reveal additional information because HRTII-RCM enables us to obtain images of the various corneal layers easily using confocal techniques. We routinely get images including superficial, wing, and basal cell layer of epithelium, subbasal nerve plexus layer, Bowman’s membrane, stromal layer (anterior [100–200 µm], middle [250–350 µm], posterior [400–500 µm]), Descemet’s membrane layer, and endothelial layer. We found that the lesions close to the corneal endothelial cell and Descemet’s membrane overlying PCV area showed no inflammatory responses like the proliferation of keratocytes, or the recruitment of Langerhans cells and leukocytes. These data suggest that the epithelium and stroma overlying the PCV lesion of this patient were within normal limits. On the other hand, in this study, we recognized that Descemet’s membrane was winding and the monolayer endothelial cells were detected inside the rounded dark areas. These findings suggest that the hypertrophy of Descemet’s membrane was involved in the pathogenesis of PCV.

We compared the findings for PCV with PPMD using in vivo confocal microscopy. Both findings were similar. There have been some papers describing PPMD using in vivo confocal microscopy.4–7 HRTII-RCM showed that in this case abnormal findings were detected at only corneal endothelial cells and Descemet’s membrane. A comparison with previous reports shows that some findings were consistent with PPMD: acellular hyporeflective layers, hyperreflective linear lesions, endothelial cells containing bright nuclei, varied cell shapes, endothelial cells inside the rounded dark areas, focal vesicular lesions, and hyperreflective areas around the rounded dark areas. Other findings were different: the increased number and density of the posterior keratocytes in one case among six cases,4 the thickened nerve at the Bowman’s membrane,5 and needle-like lesion in the stroma with few keratocytes.7 However, these findings may suggest that one case with PPMD associated with inflammations.

Figure 3 A) In vivo confocal microscopy showed that the left corneal endothelial cell showed the normal appearance. B) The image was captured obliquely and showed no abnormality of keratocytes in the adjacent corneal stroma to the endothelium.

Figure 4 A) Protuberance (white arrows) toward the anterior chamber was observed with anterior OCT on right eye. B) Slit-lamp microscope findings. White arrows indicated that the protuberance was located at the same places when compared with the OCT observation.
In the right cornea of this case, the density of the corneal endothelial cells had already decreased to ~1000 cells/mm² at the center of the cornea. Generally, the density of corneal endothelial cells is more than 3000 cells/mm² for patients of the same age.8 Using anterior OCT, we found that the thickness of the right cornea was almost the same as the normal left cornea, implying that the function of the Na+/K+-ATPase pump, and the barrier of endothelial cell was being kept at a normal range and maintaining the thickness of the cornea. However, endothelial cells never regenerate and their number decreases with age. The age of the patient is 15 and she needs long-term observation, especially concerning the density of her endothelium. Usually, PCV does not affect visual acuity. Up to now, the rate of decrease in cell density of a normal endothelium is ~0.6% per year.8 We need to pay attention in the follow-up examination not only to the natural course of the decreasing cell density in the endothelium but also to hypoxic and mechanical stress to endothelial cells, which occurs as a result of wearing contact lens and eye surgery to prevent the bullous keratopathy.

Using the HRTII-RCM, for the first time, it was possible to observe endothelial cells in rounded dark areas, hyperreflective linear lesions, and acellular hyporeflective layers. There was also no detected increase of density and brightness of keratocytes; in addition the nerve plexus showed a normal shape. Anterior OCT revealed protuberances toward the anterior chamber and no difference in the thickness of either cornea. In this case, we should observe the density of the corneal endothelial cells carefully.
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